
Report 4 LAMU for BiO and NCMM,  Tuesday 16.12.14 at 12.00-13.30  
 
Present: Ingrid Kjelsvik, Elisa Bjørgo, Sandra Lopez- Aviles, Eshrat Babaie, Gladys Tjørhom, Ingrid  
              Guldvik, and Liv Bjørland (secretary). 
Excused: Knut Andresen (BHT) 
 
 
 
Item 4- 1/14 The LAMU-report 3 from 07.10.14 was approved.  
 
Item 4- 2/14 Short briefing       

Video cameras. Forskningsparken (Oslo Science Park) has now installed video camera 
at all entrances. For delivery of goods there will be a doorbell connected to the reception. 
 

           Remodeling. The HTS-lab will expand into the flow lab and three instruments must be  
           moved, but  they need to stay in the area close to the cell-labs for  primary cells.   
           This means  that the HPLC-activity etc must move down to E2 in the same area as    
           the Âkta. This will probably effect the tritium-lab which will need to be moved.  
 
Item 4- 3/14 UiO is reorganizing the centers BiO and NCMM.  

The MLS “umbrella will cease to exist from January 2015. BiO og NCMM will be placed 
under the faculty of Medicine. The reorganization will not affect the employees, but will affect 
the administration of both centers. 

 

Item 4- 4/14. Reconsider a better solution for the weighing-room at BiO.  
We need to come up with a better idea where to move the weighing room. The scale needs 
to be close to a hood. Liv and Gladys have to look for a solution. 
Reconsider better light system for the meeting room. Dimming is one issue. In addition we 
need to go out in the corridor to turn off the light. Conclusion: We can live with the system as 
it is. 
 

Item 4- 5/14 Risk assessment for all isotopes and instructions concerning all use.  
To apply and get a new approval for use of isotopes at BiO/NCMM we need to do a risk 
assessment for all our isotopes.  Ingrid and Elisa have to inform the group-leaders about the 
premise to get approval, and that they need to give support to get the work done. Liv must find 
the form 
 

Item 4- 6/14 Information about new regulation to restrict access to precursors for explosives.          
How do we handle it practically to make people remember to lock.  
A padlock with code is suggested and Ingrid is looking for a solution. We have to consider 
the effect of a padlock concerning the fire- safety of the cabinet.  
 

Item 4- 7/14 Any other matter.  

Item 4- 8/14  1st  meeting 2015       
Suggestion: Tuesday at 13.00 is good day if we avoid/adjust the group-leader meetings 
every second week.  Send out invitation for early 2 week in February  

 
 
19.12.14  Liv Bjørland  


